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It�has�been�nearly�a�year�since�we�started�working�in�Mbale,�Uganda.

Since� February,�we�have� led�over� 200�women� in� savings� groups� to

learn� about� financial� literacy� and� trade� skills.�We� gave� chickens� to

two�groups�of�these�women�and�taught�them�how�to�weave�baskets

for�selling�in�the�market.�We�have�also�worked�with�over�50�girls�to

teach� them� about� reusable� pads� and� menstrual� hygiene.� We

empower�our�community�members�with�the�tools�they�need�to�seek

education�and�economic�opportunity.�

We� have� learned� through� these� experiences� and� our� growth� as� an

organization� to� never� stop� pushing� to� meet� the� needs� of� these

women.�

As�COVID�has�shut�down�our�schools�for�a�significant�part�of�this�last

year,� our� communities� have� struggled� with� child� pregnancies� and

marriage.�We�owe�it� to�these�girls,� these�women,�and�their�families

to� continue� striving� to� provide� knowledge� and� resources� for

empowerment.�

We�are�excited�to�see�what�2022�will�hold.�We�have�some�big�plans

in�store,�and�we�hope�you�will�join�us�on�this�journey.
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Our�women's�groups�are�eager�to�take�on�new

economic� opportunities� and� grow� their

financial� independence.� In� January,� we� are

partnering� with� Thrive� for� Good� to� enhance

their�knowledge�in�farming�and�are�looking�for

new� partners� for� our� beekeeping� initiative.

Look� out� for� local� honey� and� wax� products

made�by�our�women's�groups!

Please�keep�a�lookout�for�our�annual�report,

which�includes�data�collected�throughout�2021.

Below�are�some�initial�findings�on�the�impact�of

our�mental�health�initiatives.
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Buzzing in to 2022
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Annual Report

A Letter from our 

Board Chair

When�I�was�first�approached�by�Desire�to�join�I�Am�A

Girl�in�January,�I�didn't�know�what�to�expect.�I�didn't

know�how�this�year�would�go�or�how�I�would�change

and�adapt�throughout�this�process.�What�I�did�know

is� that� Desire's� passion� for� women's� empowerment

and� vision� for� a� sustainable� organization� was

something�that�I�wanted�to�be�a�part�of.�

From�the�very�beginning,�I�knew�our�values�aligned.�I

could�see�from�the�strategic�plan�and�Desire's�work�in

Mbarara� in� 2019� that� the� intention� of� IAG� was

always� and� will� always� be� to� develop� community

capacity.� We� have� led� all� our� programs� with� that

vision,� teaching� reusable� pads� to� girls� so� they� can

repair�and�reconstruct�them�when�needed.�Teaching

skills� to� women� so� they� can� generate� their� own

income� and� uplift� themselves� out� of� poverty.� We

believe� in� providing� the� tools� and� knowledge� so

women�and�girls�can�succeed.�

Last�month� I�had� the�privilege�of�visiting�Mbale�and

the� communities� we� serve.� I� spoke� with� program

participants,�community�members,�and�girls� learning

about� menstrual� health� and� hygiene.� I� was

astounded� by� the� incredible� impact� of� IAG� in� the

community,� � by� the� knowledge� that� the� girls� and

women� had� learned� in� reusable� pads,� menstrual

hygiene,�mental�health,�and�vocational�skills.�

What� we� have� achieved� as� an� organization,� as

individuals,� and� as� community� members� exceeds

what� I� ever� thought� possible.� I� know� we� have� all

changed� through� this� process,� that� we� have� found

independence� and� empowerment� alongside� our

participants,�and� that� is� the� true�beauty�of� this�kind

of�work.

I� can� say,� without� a� doubt,� that� IAG� has� brought

more�joy�and�meaning�to�my�last�year�than�I�thought

possible.� I�am�constantly�excited�to�learn,�grow,�and

build� with� this� organization.� � I� can't� wait� for� next

year.

Thank�you�for�being�a�part�of�this.�

At baseline, 77% of our sample met criteria for
severe psychological distress. Six months later,
and only 41% meet the same criteria!*

77% 41%

*The Kessler-6 asks participants how frequently they have experienced certain symptoms in
the past thirty days and presents a consistent range of responses ranging from “1 – All of the
time” to “5 – None of the time”. The scale shows consistency across multiple socio-
demographic variables and has been used previously in Uganda. Scores on this scale are
summed for a total ranging from 0-30. A score of 6-18 indicates there is probably no serious
mental illness, while a score of 19-30 indicates severe distress consistent with a diagnosis of a
severe depression and/or anxiety disorder. 

By Miranda Cohen
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I�Am�A�Girl�would�like�to�thank�our�current�partners�and�sponsors�for�their�generous�contributions�and

commitment�to�our�mission.

�

To�learn�more�about�I�AM�A�GIRL�and�our�work,�please�visit�our�website�at�https://www.iama-girl.org/��

or�follow�us�on�social�media.

Thank You!

/Letgirlsrock

@stand4girls
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Menstrual�Cups Reusable�Pads

An environmentally friendly
option for menstrual hygiene
Lasts up to 10 years
Easy to clean and reuse for your
whole cycle
Replace every 8-12 hours
Store-bought, not handmade
Comfortable and safe to use with
proper hygiene

An environmentally friendly
option for menstrual hygiene
Lasts up to 3 years
Replace the liner every 2-6 hours.
Can be handmade and repaired
Comfortable and safe to use with
proper hygiene

https://www.instagram.com/stand4girls/
https://www.facebook.com/Letgirlsrock
https://www.iama-girl.org/
https://www.iama-girl.org/

